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Two ir-tit u.i 1 ly perpendicular bias fields provide
VCTIIILT control over the pl.isma location in che vacuum
ch.iniber. A radially outward horizontal field is
go.ner.jted by a separate set of two bias coils mounted
horizontally above an>i below the vacuum chamber and
connected in scries opposing. The vertical bias field
is fcfrn---r.ited by superimposing a bias current on the
main vertical field or shaping field coils. A forward
vr aid ing bins field is generated bv s imply programming
an ine rimeritai forward current into the main shaping
field supply. For a reverse bias field, however, a
re-ver se current supply is required which must establish
negative bind current in the shaping field coil prior
to the pi .-»stria format ion. After plasma format ion, as
the plasna current ine reases and induces a forward
voi tage in the field coil, the bias current goes to
zero. When the coil current goes positive, the reverse
bias supply is Laken out of the circuit to prevent it
from acting as a short circuit across the SF coil.

_l_ntroductio n

As paru of the PLT machine, two bias fields at
ri^ht .angles tu each other provide vernier control of
the plasma location within the vacuum chamber. The
fields compensate for small geometric variations of the
nain f ields inherent in the engineering tolerance accu-
nulations in the physical machine components as well as
for local fields produced by eddy currents during opera-
tion. Particularly, the bias systems provide the
expo r imenter s with the flexibility they require to
c-T.pensate for t hese error fields and thereby control
the desired location of the initial plasma formation.
"frit following magnetic fieìó considerations were ad-
vanced by the PLT physicists as a statement of the
bias problem.

Trie rr:u>:ir.um error fields for which correction must
iif urvv ided were est ina ted as + 75 gauss in the vertical
t'.̂ lri and ^ 25 gnuss in the horizontal field direction.1
Hi«- predominant factor was the 1 X B induced tilt of
tnt corniciai field coils, which can contribute + 50
U H ; S H in the vert ical direction. Other random errors
in these coils can produce + 3 to + 10 gauss in the
horizontal field direction. Field errors due to the
[iTuid-il field connections were estimated at +_ 20 gauss
v-n ir.il .ind + 10 gauss hurizotical. The center post
(̂ijs .i pt- r :r.tab ility and an eddy current error of approx-
i-..ir c I v + 10 gnus s each in the vert ical field . The
horizontal field is not affected by the center post.

Of t he two bias fields, one Lraveises the plasma
in t he h.iri/.'tntal plane of the torus an ti is directed
radially out ward or inward. With curri-nt circulating
in the pi -isna around the turns, a resultant vertical
l'"r, c will move I hi* plasma up or dovi depending on a
;vKit ivi- >>r nr£.irive field direction. Two horizontal
"i i .î  ceils, connected in seri es opposing, generate this
h i .1 s field.
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The second bias field traverses the plasma in the
vertical direction, similar to and superimposed on the
Shaping Field (main vertical field) generated by the
SF coils. It is produced by adding to the SF coil
current in the positive or negative direction. The
main vertical field exerts a centripetal force on the
plasma, given by the vector notation F - B X I . ,
which will allow the plasma ring to expand or contract
in the îadial direction, depending on the value of the
vertical magnet tc field intensity B . The amount of
vert icaI field required is mainly proportional to the
field generated by the plasma current I ami is i;iven
by p lI

where R is the plasma major radius, a is the plasma
minor radius, til is a ratio of plasma inductances
assumed to be .5 for uniform plasma current. ß$ is
the ratio of the plasma energy density to the poloidal
field energy density and is negligible at the time of
initial plasma format ion.

For the PLT machine the expression for the re-
quired vertical field reduces to B = 1.5 x 10 I .
If we assume a 75 gauss vertical error field, this
represents an equivalent change in the plasma current
of

75

1.5 x 10
-3

= 50 KA

Hence even small error fields become signif ic.int. The
first equation can be written in a more convenient form.

This shows that a small change in tht vertical field
of only one gauss at low vertical field flux densities
of say 75 gauss will produce a change of the 132 cni
major radius by

These simplified calculât!ons illusträte that relatix*e-
ly small errors in the -orticai fîpjd, especially üt
the time of plasma form.! e ion, have a large effect on
the locat ion of the plasma cent er.

Similar reasoning can be applied to a horizontal

bias field which will compensate for any vertical

position errur of the plasm«*. Although the vertical

and hori zontal bias fields fulfill similar functions,

the engineer ing approaches requ i red t« achieve thtse

fit. Ids differ considerably.

Hojri^ont fl 1 Bias

The horizontal bias field, or r.nH.iI field in the

hori zontal plant, is produced by two her i ? ont al o"»i 1 *>
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;i;iostte, forcing the flux lines outward between the
wo colls» creating the desired horizontal field.

The coils are constructed of three cahles in
ir.illel. Thuy prosent a cross-sectional area of .295
;u.jii3 inches of copper, with a total resistance of
iOH2 ohms. A coil current of 6000 .iinperes generates
25 gauss horizontal field in the plasma.

The DC power is supplied from a 300 KW rectifier
•cited in the PPL courtyard approximately 200 feet
r.>m the PJ-T. The current can be set for a 2.5 second
1 jrat ion ortce every 60 seconds. At a 6000 ampere
'ojdy current, the power supply terminal voltage is
/ volts and the resistance of the bias coils develops
n IR drop of 49.2 volts. This leaves 28 volts of IR
iop for the cable run and disconnect switch. Three
ì00 MCM cables in parallel are used to keep the lead
-distance small enough for che required voltage drop.

'Ttical Bias

Uni ike the case for the horizontal bias field,
.»arate vertical bias field coils were found to be

•practical. The geometry of the machine, the toroidal
isma, and the various time varying -».ignetic fields
•-' such that large voltages would be induced in the
ils. The resultant induced currents would be much

-rger than the specific bias current and would com-
iotely swamp out the desired bias level.

Reducing the induced currents by adding a large
MÌuctance to the bias coil circuit proved impractical
i-n the size and weight of the inductor vas calculated.
addition, the rating of the power supply for the

• )0 ampere maximum bias current would have had to be
- rea seti s igni ficantly to handle the increased induc-
•r charging tine.

A somewhat better approach to the problem was
md by using the shaping field coil which generates
•. main vertical field in the plasma. Since any
-tical bias field will basically act as a correction
."Id for thf? main vertical field, the bias field can
achieved by superimposing a bias current on the
in field current in the SF coil. Before discussing
•-• application of bias currents to the shaping field
ils, let us take a look at the SF system.

Hi storically the shaping field was produced by in-
:zion into a copper shell completely surrounding the
••.mm vessel. In the PLT the shell vas replaced by a

•ir ai multi turn coils which are split near the verti-

• 1 center line of rhe vacuum vessel, shaped and
•>ited such as to form the desired vertical field
: ojre 2). Also shown in this figure are the ohmic
itinj: (OH) coils. The careful shaping and distrihu-
<n of these coils allows mutual inductances between
• coils and the plasma, but negligible mutual cou-
ing between the OH and 5? coils.

Schcrc.it ica ] ly the b.isic SF system is as shown in
:ure 3» The programmable main SF supply is a
pulse ph.vïe-control led DC supply capa bit- of provid-
. 7.2 KA into the SF coil. A fret-wheeling diode
•-ss the SF coil can be switched out of the circuit
• ri Viicuuffl contactor«; to allow a rapid reduction of

• load current by operating the supply in the invert-
nude and letting the coil energy flow back into the

~-.:r line.

During normal operation, without considering bias,
• SF system is part of the nachine current versus

rcl.it ienship as i 11 u^t r.iced in Figure 4. At t - 0,
-..« f.»ir.,,tion i«v initiated and the rurr.-nt in the <JH

'! swings from its positive value rapidly through

2ero to a large negative value as determined by a
number of preset machine parameters. The rapid rate
of ch i'ige of current induces a voltage around the plas-
ma loop which (n turn produces the rapidly rising
plasma current which, in Its turn, induces a vol tape
In the SF coil in such a direction th.it the resulting
current produces most of the desired vc-r t ical field.
The m.iin SF supply provides the remaining current
necessary and increases the "flattop" value during the
remainder of the pulse.

From calculât ions presented earlier» it is appar-
ent that bias fields are particularly important during
the initial plasma formation period to assure the
correct location of the plasma center. For a closer
look at the effect of positive or negative bias
currents on the SF coil current. Figure 5 shows an
expanded view of the initial low SF current near t * 0.
For illustration, the center curve represents the SF
coil current without bias, generated solely by the
induced voltage. Tbs upper curve represents a positive
bias which is achieved by simply programming the
desired positive bias current into the main SF supply
prier to plasma formation. To achieve the lower curve,
however, a negative current must be generated in the
SF coil prior to t = 0. For this current an additional
power supply is needed.

To add a negative going current supply, a number
of conditions must be met. Figure 6 shows the negative
bias current supply added to the basic SF system of
Figure 3. Jn order to establish a negative current in
the SF coil, no Ic-f impedance path shunting the coil
can be allowed to exist. The freewheeling path can be
opened by opening the vacuum contactor, but for reasons
that will become apparent later, an SCR was inserted in
this path. The main forward supply is a phase-con-
trolled rectifier and is phased off. However, when the
niain supply is turned on later in the machine cycle,
the reverse bias supply will shunt the SF coil. Since
the bias supply consists of a rectifier bridge which
cannot be phased off, an ignitron was placed in series
with the supply to hold off the 5 KV open circuit volt-
age of the main supply.

The reverse bias poter supply is a current and
voltage limited supply whose load current is dependent
only on the input voltage regardless of the load. The
maximum output voltage is held to 200 volts throush a
saturating iron core transforner and the output current
limit can be preset between 20 and 200 amperes. The
200 VDC terminal voltage supplies the plate volc-ige
necessary to fire the ignitron and the current limit
feature allows crowbarring the output, collapsing the
terminai voltage.

The reverse bias current is established prior to
plasna formation by turning un the bias supply and
firing the ignitron approximately one second before
t » 0. About 10 milliseconds hefnre t * 0, after the
dfs ired bias current has st.ihfl i r.vd , the f n i-vhrrl in*'
SCR ai\ó the crrvh.ir SCR aro fi rod us in»* .» sust.lined
firing pulsi?, and tiw bias supply input cont.ictor is
given the si>;i»«il to npi-n. Now the <>%r .ibi f shfd bi.i«;
current in the S F coi 1 f rt-t-viu-els through the ij-.n i t ion
and bins supply leg renj inìnp, t-.̂ t-nt lai ly n'n^t.int
•»ntil t * 0. After t = 0 the plasna current begins
its rise, inducing a forward vntt.ige in the SF coil in
such a di rect ion that the resuî tant current opjMst-s
the negative bias current. The nt-t current in thi coil
diminishes, goes through zero, and becomes positive at
a rate proportional to the induced volt.ige in the coil.
The positive current path Is tm.ibl ished through the
fret wbffl inj; SCR, tiio.!«-, ,md v.'.-mr sv i tc h. As pne-n
as the «oil ' :II r«tit r >.••:• rs<-s , iht vol : ••,-*• .»••••*•;•* t :u
i ; :>i t. on rtviTsi'S by the vo 11 i\yt- drop a\ res1» t uv



multistage fret-wheeling diode, extinguishing the tube.
The bi.is circuit is now effectively disengaged from the
SF system .ind the tn-ïin forv.ird SF supply can be pro-
>;r.ti::7:t.'U on to supply the necessary add it lonal coll
current for the SF field.

The functions performed by tne crowbar and free-
wheeling SCR's have now become apparent. In each case
SCR's were used for better and faster timing control to
insure predictable and repeatable switching within a
n.irrov time window just prior to plasma formation. The
vacuum contactor in the freewheeling path proved too
slow, but it serves othor functions in the SF system
where negative bias is not required. It was therefore
retained. The crowbar SCR is fired simultaneously with
the freewheeling SCR. It shorts out the bias supply
terminal voltage, thereby removing the driving voltage
from the reverse bias circuit. Since the bias supply
is current limited» no harm is done to the supply.
With no voltage behind the bias current, the ignitron

will extinguish when the SF coil current crosses zi>ro.

The successful ignltron turn-off is crucial to the
performance of the reverse bias system .irnJ spct'j.il (»u1-
caut Ions were incorpora ted to i;ii.ir<J .nvi tnst tl.i;n.ii;i*
caused by tube .ire-ovcr. The most "U-vt-re >:.r;e w.»ild
be an application of the full 5 KV tennin.il volt.igv of
the main SF supply immediately after current zero cross-
over. Should the tube reignite, 10 KA m.iin supply
short circuit current could flow in the reverse bias
supply. A saturable core transformer binsvd for 300
amperes will sense excess current in the rovers« bias
circuit and shut down the main supply within six
milliseconds*
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